
 

 
 

 Love Quilt—10” Letters 

Finished size of blocks is 10” in quilt                        
— 10½”  including seams. 

Please Note: Each of the  background shapes when 
cut will create the second piece, put this aside 
ready for a second  block. 

                            

    To Make the e block:  

 

 

This block is made in two parts              
- top half an bottom half.   

1.    You need to cut in Background fabric: 

4” x 5½” label 1a                                                                             
3¼” square right side up cut 1 diagonal—label 1f and 2d                 
3¼” x 2¼” right side up cut 1 diagonal—label 1g (only need 1 triangle) 
4½” x 8½” label 2a 

2. You will need to cut from Letter fabric: 

    Cut a 5” x 2½” label 1b, 5” x 3½” label 1c,                                                                      
Cut 5½” square label 1d.     Cut 3” x 11½” and label 1e.                                                                                              
Cut 2½” x 5½” and label 2b. Cut 3” x 11½” and label 2c 

3. To make up Top part of block: 

A. Reshape the 1a background fabric from C measure 1¼” to E      
From D measure ½” to F then cut along EF and discard bottom 
section.  From F measure ½” to H and cut along A/H. Measure 
from E ½” to G and cut along  G/B. 

B. Sew letter fabric 1b to lower edge of the new shape, then trim ends level with the  
A/H & B/G sides of background fabric. 

C. Shape letter fabric 1c, from A 1¾” to E, cut on E/D & sew the ED 
edge to the BG edge from previous unit, then retrim top AB and     
bottom edge H/G level.   

D.     On the new shape, measure from D up 
¾” to E and cut back to C. 

E.    Shape letter Fabric 1d from B ½” to E– cut on E/C. then sew 
this edge to the AE edge of above section—a bit hanging over 
each end. Trim top and bottom edges level.      
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Love Quilt—10” Letters 

Continue To Make the e block:  

5. Shape Letter fabric 1e. From D  
measure 1¼” up to E and cut off      
bottom section. Sew this edge to                                                                             
the top of the previous section. 

6. Trim the right side of the unit level, then 
from that edge form a right angle and trim 
along the top as shown . 

7. Trim the unit to be 10½” wide parallel to the XY edge.  

8. On the top left corner F, measure down the side 2” to G and 2” across from F to H  & 
cut the corner off.            Sew 1f background fabric to the corner & retrim the edges. 

9. From the Y corner, measure 1” up to I and from Y 1½” to J and cut off the corner, 
then sew background triangle 2g to complete the top of the e—trim the edges. 

To Make the lower part of the e: 

1. Reshape background fabric 2a From B 1¼” to E.             
From C 1” to F—cut away the triangles. 

2.    Sew the 2b shape to the A/B side of the 
unit & retrim top & bottom edges. 

3. Reshape letter fabric 2c, measure down from a 1¼” to E and 
trim back to B corner, the sew this edge to the bottom of 
the made unit, some overhang each end. 

4. Trim the new unit to be 10½” wide & trim off the top 
edge if needed                                                                                
so the sides are 5¾” and 4¼”. 

5. Sew the top and bottom section of the e block together, match up the sewing position 
carefully and then check it is 10½” square there may be a slight trim from the top or 
bottom of the block. 

6. The last step is to measure 2” in both directions from the bottom left corner & trim 
off, then sew the 2d triangle to the corner & trim the edges. 

        You now have 10½” letter e ( includes seams) 
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